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Dr. Jamal H. Bryant – “Don’t Get Too Big for Your Britches”, Sunday, March 1, 2020
Scripture: I Samuel 17:38-40
In this text Saul attempts to give David his armor to fight Goliath however David had to decline it
because the armor didn't fit, and it was uncomfortable. "Be mindful when people try to put on you,
things that didn't work for them." Do not be deceived by the enemy! He will try to pile weight on
you to make you un-functionable in your assignment." The enemy wants to preoccupy you by all
means! Because you carry weight for others and the weight of life's battles, always remember to
cast your cares upon the Lord because He cares for us!
In this moment: embark on having F.O.C.U.S., Follow One Course Until Success. Declare more focus
over your life and stay focused on what God said concerning your call and assignment. Block out the
enemy and keep your eyes on God! His agenda is to preoccupy you by ALL means! Your remedy is
to "Go wilder! Don't be tamed and polite when it comes to pursuing the call and assignment on your
life and seal it with a "Go Wilder!"
PRAISE! Like David, it is confirmation for you! "You will fight something BIGGER than you because
of the size of your anointing"! KEEP the FAITH in ALL THINGS, knowing GOD IS ALWAYS PRESENT
and has not forsaken us! Father, we THANK YOU for access granted to you and your choosing us for
GREAT and INFLUENTIAL assignments and calls that will EMPOWER and EQUIP your people over
all aspects of their lives! With you, we can STAND BOLDLY as OVERCOMERS with SWEATLESS
VICTORIES as our portion! We are FOREVER GRATEFUL for your instructions, your love, your
compassion and your protection.
In Jesus Name we pray, AMEN!
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